We present the results of an integrated experimental and theoretical investigation of droplets bouncing on a vibrating fluid bath. A comprehensive series of experiments provides the most detailed characterisation to date of the system's dependence on fluid properties, droplet size, and vibrational forcing. A number of new bouncing and walking states are reported, including complex periodic and aperiodic motions. Particular attention is given to the first characterisation of the different gaits arising within the walking regime. In addition to complex periodic walkers and limping droplets, we highlight a previously unreported mixed state, in which the droplet switches periodically between two distinct walking modes. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Drops bouncing on a vibrating fluid bath 1, 2 have recently received considerable attention for two principal reasons. First, they represent a rich dynamical system, exhibiting many features of low-dimensional chaotic oscillators. [3] [4] [5] Second, in certain parameter regimes, the bouncers walk horizontally through resonant interaction with their wave field. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] The resulting walkers represent the first known example of a macroscopic pilot-wave system, [11] [12] [13] and exhibit many features thought to be exclusive to the microscopic quantum realm, 14 including self-organising lattice structures, 15, 16 single particle diffraction, 17 quantized orbits, 18 orbital level splitting, 19 tunneling effects, 20 and wave-like statistics in confined geometries. 21 Consider a fluid of density ρ, kinematic viscosity ν, and surface tension σ in a horizontal bath of depth H driven by a vertical vibration of amplitude A and frequency f = ω/(2π ). The effective gravity in the vibrating bath frame of reference is g*(t) = g + γ sin (2π ft), where g is the gravitational acceleration and γ = Aω 2 . At low forcing acceleration, the fluid remains quiescent in the vibrating frame; however, above a critical acceleration amplitude γ F corresponding to the Faraday threshold, the layer becomes unstable to a field of standing Faraday waves. 22, 23 The waves are subharmonic, with half the frequency of the vibrational forcing, ω F = ω/2, and with wavelength λ F = 2π /k F prescribed by the standard surface wave dispersion relation:
In the experiments of interest, the vibrational forcing is less than the Faraday threshold, γ < γ F ; consequently, the interface would remain flat if not for the presence of a droplet. When a fluid drop is placed on a vibrating bath ( Fig. 1 ), there are three basic outcomes: the droplet may either coalesce, bounce in place, or walk across the fluid surface. 1, 7, 9 For γ < γ B , where γ B is the bouncing threshold, the applied forcing is insufficient to levitate the drop, which then settles towards the bath. The intervening air layer thins until reaching a critical thickness at which Van der Waals forces between drop and bath initiate coalescence. For γ > γ B , this air layer is sustained during impact, precluding coalescence and enabling a stable bouncing state. Beyond a critical forcing threshold, γ > γ w , where γ w is the walking threshold, the stationary bouncing state is destabilised by the underlying wave field, giving way to a dynamic state in which the drops walk across the fluid bath. The walking regime arises only for a limited range of drop sizes and forcing conditions.
Couder's group has characterised the behaviour of drops bouncing on a fluid bath in terms of the drop diameter D = 2r 0 and dimensionless forcing acceleration = γ /g. [7] [8] [9] Protiere et al. 7 conducted experiments with a viscosity-frequency combination of 50 cS-50 Hz and summarised their results in a regime diagram illustrating the droplet behaviour in the D-plane. For low forcing accelerations, simple bouncing arises: the drop hits the bath once every driving period. Increasing the acceleration generally leads to a period-doubled bouncing state. For relatively small and large drops, a period doubling cascade may follow, culminating in chaotic bouncing or walking. For the larger drops, an intermittent regime can arise in which the drop changes from one bouncing state to another in an irregular fashion. For drops within a limited size range, there is a critical w = γ w /g above which they walk along the surface of the bath. The walking regime was previously thought to be associated exclusively with a fully period doubled bouncing state; however, more complex walking modes will be highlighted herein. A similar regime diagram was obtained for a 20 cS-80 Hz combination, the system being characterised in terms of the same four characteristic states. 8, 9 The theoretical rationale for the form of the regime diagrams was only recently developed, 10, 13 and will be built upon herein. Gilet and Bush 4 considered the motion of a drop on a vibrating soap film, and demonstrated that the film behaves like a linear spring with a spring constant proportional to the surface tension. They observed and rationalised a number of complex bouncing states, multiperiodicity (the existence of different bouncing states at identical system parameters), and period doubling transitions to chaos. Different bouncing states were denoted by (m, n), where m/f represents the period of the bouncing mode, during which the drop contacts the surface n times. The dynamics of interest here, of droplets bouncing on a vibrating fluid bath, are significantly complicated by the influence of the fluid bath's inertia.
Molacek and Bush 10 (henceforth MB1) examined droplets bouncing on a vibrating fluid bath, and detailed both experimentally and theoretically the dependence of the bouncing mode on the system parameters. They introduce the vibration number, = 2π f ρr of the forcing frequency, and the drop's natural oscillation frequency, and summarised their results in regime diagrams that indicate the droplet behaviour in the -plane. They demonstrate that droplets of a given size can bounce at the lowest forcing amplitude when ≈ 0.65, that is, when the drop is forced at its natural frequency. They noted different bouncing states with the same periodicity, which they denote by (m, n) i , where the integer superscript i increases with the state's mean mechanical energy, specifically, the drop's combined kinetic and gravitational potential energy. In addition to identifying a number of previously unreported bouncing states, MB1 developed a theoretical model that rationalises the observed dynamics. The vertical interaction between the bouncing drop and the liquid bath during drop contact was described using a logarithmic spring model, which built upon their model of drop impact on a rigid substrate. 24 Molacek and Bush 13 (henceforth MB2) extended their theoretical model in order to capture the dynamics of walking droplets. Specifically, their logarithmic spring model was supplemented by consideration of the wave field of the bath, which may destabilise the stationary bouncing states. While they rationalised the limited extent of the walking regime, they did not characterise the dependence of the walking style on the system parameters. Their model successfully rationalised the experimentally reported transitions from bouncing to walking states, as well as the dependence of the walking speed on the system parameters. They also noted the coexistence of different walking states at the same system parameters, and highlighted the predominance of the (2, 1) 1 and (2, 1) 2 modes. Finally, they reported a number of exotic walking states, including chaotic walkers and "limping" drops that walk with unequal steps, the focus of the present study.
The goal of the current study is to extend our knowledge of the bouncing drop dynamics by presenting the most detailed regime diagrams to date. In addition to reporting a number of new exotic bouncing and walking states, we extend the predictions of our theoretical model 10, 13 in order to rationalise our observations. In Sec. II, we describe our experimental set-up and present the experimentally obtained regime diagrams in which we identify the different walking and bouncing modes. We also examine the dependence of the walking speed on the bouncing mode. In Sec. III, we review our theoretical model and compare its predictions with our new experimental observations. Our results are summarised in Sec. IV.
II. EXPERIMENTS
In Figure 2 , we present a schematic illustration of our experimental set-up. A circular fluid tray of diameter 76 mm and depth 16 mm is oscillated vertically in a sinusoidal manner with frequency f, amplitude A, and peak acceleration γ = (2π f) 2 A. The tray is vibrated by an industrial shaker mounted on a massive levelling platform, which rests beneath an optical table. The shaker is driven by a power amplifier controlled using a data acquisition system and custom software. We measure the acceleration using two piezoelectric accelerometers, and use a feedback loop to maintain a constant vibration amplitude, corresponding to a tolerance of 0.01 g in vibrational acceleration amplitude. An air bearing carriage with a square cross section is mounted to a levelling platform to ensure that the vibratory motion lies strictly along a single vertical axis. The air bearing minimises lateral vibration introduced by the shaker, a technique developed for careful studies of vibrated granular layers. [25] [26] [27] A thin coupling rod connects the shaker to the slider bar of the air bearing.
We use two different silicone oils, the first with kinematic viscosity ν = 20 cS, density ρ = 949 kg/m 3 , and surface tension σ = 20.6 mN/m, and the second with ν = 50 cS, ρ = 965 kg/m 3 , and σ = 20.8 mN/m. We identify the Faraday threshold γ F for each combination of experimental parameters by gradually increasing the acceleration amplitude γ until standing waves with frequency f/2 form at the free surface. The precise value of γ F depends on the vibration frequency, the depth, and viscosity of the oil. The dimensionless Faraday threshold is denoted by
Oil drops are created by rapidly extracting a submerged needle from the fluid bulk. 7 Of the droplets formed, we select those of radius r 0 between 0.20 mm and 0.51 mm. The undeformed drop radius r 0 is measured optically with a high-speed camera, recording at 4000 frames per second. The optical set-up results in a pixel density of 71-88 pixels per mm, leading to an uncertainty in drop radius of ±1.5%. The horizontal motion of the drop is captured from above with a Machine Vision CCD camera and is tracked using particle-tracking software. We performed measurements for a single drop size by either increasing or decreasing the driving acceleration in a stepwise manner from some initial value of , with typical step size d = 0.1 . The entirety of the bouncing and walking regimes could thus be explored by varying γ between γ B and γ F .
Three different combinations of fluid viscosity and forcing frequency were investigated. A 20 cS silicone oil bath was forced at 70 and 80 Hz, and a 50 cS oil bath at 50 Hz. A full exploration of both walking and bouncing regions was conducted for the 20 cS-80 Hz combination, since this exhibited the richest behaviour. For the other two combinations, we focused on characterising the walking regimes. For each combination of oil viscosity and driving frequency, we present a regime diagram indicating the droplet bouncing behaviour in the -plane (Fig. 3) . Spatiotemporal diagrams of selected bouncing and walking modes, deduced by transposing pixel-wide slices through the droplet's centerline obtained from successive frames, are presented in Figures 4-6. In Table I , a summary of the observed bouncing and walking modes is provided.
In the three regime diagrams reported in Fig. 3 , the horizontal axis is the dimensionless forcing = γ /g, and the vertical axis is the dimensionless vibration number , a proxy for drop size. Individual markers correspond to experimental observations, with square and round markers denoting stationary bouncing and walking states, respectively. The colour of the marker denotes the observed bouncing or walking mode. We first describe the experimental results, and reserve the comparison with theoretical predictions for Sec. III.
A full exploration of both the bouncing and walking regimes for the 20 cS-80 Hz combination is shown in Fig. 3(a) . For relatively weak forcing, 1.5 < < 2.3, the (2, 2) bouncing mode is dominant; however, a band of the (4, 4) mode (Fig. 4(a) ) is also observed for vibration numbers 0.5. As is increased, additional m = 4 modes are observed. Specifically, the (4, 3) mode (Fig. 4(b) ) arises in a region around ≈ 2.6 and ≈ 0.5, and the (4, 2) mode (Fig. 4(c) ) appears for almost all vibration numbers investigated, for > 3.3, spanning both the bouncing and walking regimes. A region of (2, 1) bouncing modes extends from = 2.5 up to F for vibration numbers between 0.6 and 1. This region crosses into the walking region, starting out in the low energy 1 mode then transitioning into the high energy (2, 1) 2 mode as is increased. The (2, 1) bouncing states also arise for smaller drops, ≈ 0.4-0.5, along a band with ranging from 2.9 to 3.3, at which a period doubling transition creates a (4, 2) mode that eventually gives way to a chaotic region.
Three distinct regions of complex or chaotic motion are observed. One exists for drops bouncing with 2.3 < < 3 and ≈ 0.4. Another arises near 3.5 < < F , 0.4 < < 0.8 and spans the bouncing and walking regimes. For larger drops ( ≈ 1) there is a region of complex or chaotic behaviour stretching from the bouncing ( ≈ 3.1) into the walking regime, and up to the Faraday threshold. Generally, near the Faraday threshold, the walking is observed to be chaotic, with only a relatively small window of periodic walking, for 0.8 < < 1, above which chaotic bouncing is observed. For ≈ 1, we observed stationary chaotic bouncing drops that, when perturbed with a submerged needle, could be induced to transition into a stable (2, 1) walking mode.
The regime diagram deduced for the 50 cS-50 Hz combination is shown in Fig. 3(b) . The observed modes were (2, 1) 1 , (2, 1) 2 , and chaotic bouncing, the form of which are presented in Fig. 5 . Walking occurs only in the (2, 1) 1 and (2, 1) 2 modes, the horizontal drop speed being typically 2-3 times larger in the former than in the latter. The (2, 1) 1 mode ( Fig. 5(a) ) has a longer contact time than the higher energy (2, 1) 2 mode (Fig. 5(b) ), for which a much more rapid shift in momentum occurs during impact. The impact phase relative to the vibrating bath is also different, as is the walking speed, which is approximately 4 times higher for the (2, 1) 1 mode. The drop is generally in the (2, 1) 1 mode near the walking threshold, but transitions to the (2, 1) 2 mode as is increased, remaining in this state until the Faraday threshold is reached. Chaotic bouncing is observed for lower forcing and drop size (Fig. 5(c) ).
The regime diagram for the 20 cS-70 Hz combination is shown in Fig. 3(c) and includes a number of exotic bouncing and walking modes. Outside the walking region, three bouncing modes are observed. For large ( ≈ 1) and small ( ≈ 0.4) vibration numbers, chaotic or highly complex bouncing states are evident. Fig. 6(a) shows a spatiotemporal evolution of a highly complex (13, 10) mode. For intermediate , (4, 3) and (2, 2) bouncing modes arise, the former being observed for drops with ≈ 0.4-0.6, and the latter for ≈ 0.6-0.8. Fig. 6(b) shows the spatiotemporal diagram of a drop in the (2, 2) mode. We refer to these as limping drops, owing to their unequal step sizes. The (4, 3) and (2, 2) modes stretch into the walking region, where the (2, 1) modes are dominant. Once again, the (2, 1) 2 mode is generally observed at lower than the (2, 1) 1 mode. Of particular interest is a region of "mixed states" for > 3.1 and 0.55 < < 0.8. Here the drops alternate between the low and high energy (2, 1) modes, as shown in Fig. 6(c) , where the evolution is from (2, 1) 1 to (2, 1) 2 to (2, 1) 1 to (2, 1) 2 . While the heights of the jumps are roughly equal, the phase of impact shifts rapidly. In Fig. 7(a) , the horizontal trajectory of a drop in the mixed state is shown. The shading of the trajectory reflects its local horizontal speed which fluctuates by a factor of 4 as it switches between the fast (2, 1) 1 mode and the slow (2, 1) 2 mode. Fig. 7 (b) shows the velocity of the mixed mode as a function of arc-length. The variation of the velocity occurs over a distance of approximately one Faraday wavelength, resulting in a highly peaked power spectrum (Fig. 7(c) ). We note that the mixed mode is generally quite robust; however, by perturbing the drop with the meniscus of a submerged pin or through spontaneous interaction with a boundary, it can be destabilised, causing the drop to shift into either the (2, 1) 1 or the (2, 1) 2 walking modes. Fig. 7(d) shows the trajectory of a mode switcher settling into the high energy (2, 1) 2 mode after being perturbed by an approach to the boundary at nearly normal incidence. We note that we might alternatively have denoted the mixed state by a purely periodic mode, (24, 12) ; however, we find it useful to distinguish between the two phases of its motion ((2, 1) 1 and (2, 1) 2 ), in which its speed is markedly different.
III. THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS
In order to obtain theoretical predictions for the dependence of the bouncing behaviour on the system parameters, we adopted the model presented in MB1 and MB2. There, it was shown that the vertical drop motion is governed by
−mg
where m is the drop mass, z is its center of mass, and Z = z − h is the height of the drop above the bath surface. During free flight, the drop responds only to gravity. During impact, F N (t) = mz + mg * (t) is the normal component of the reaction force acting on the drop. The constants used here, c 1 = 2, c 3 = 1.4, c 2 = 12.5 for 20 cS oil and c 2 = 7.5 for 50 cS oil, were deduced in MB1 by matching with experimental measurements of the normal and tangential coefficients of restitution. To consider one-dimensional horizontal drop motion, we write h = h(x, t) as the total height of the standing waves in the bath frame of reference. h(x, t) can be expressed as the sum of contributions from all previous impacts:
The contribution h 0 (x, x n , t, t n ), resulting from a single drop impact at (x, t) = (x n , t n ), can be approximated, in the long-time limit, by a standing wave decaying exponentially in time with a spatial profile prescribed by a zeroth order Bessel function of the first kind, J 0 (x):
Here, Bo = ρgr 2 0 /σ is the Bond number, and T d is the characteristic decay time of the unforced waves, which depends on the fluid viscosity and the critical wavenumber. μ eff is a phenomenological viscosity required to ensure that the decay rate of the waves matches that in a fully analytical model (MB2, Appendix A.1). The integral of the reaction force, F N (t), is carried out over the duration of contact.
In order to increase computational speed, the number of previous impacts stored is kept to a manageable size by discarding those whose standing wave amplitude has decayed sufficiently (below 0.1% of its initial value). Since the contact takes place over a finite length of time, x n and t n are taken as the weighted averages of x and t over the contact time t c , defined as the interval during which the vertical reaction force F N (t) on the drop is positive: 
The horizontal dynamics is governed by
where
is the total instantaneous drag coefficient. The subscript a denotes air. The first term represents the momentum drag induced during impact and the second term represents the aerodynamic drag induced during flight. The term on the right-hand side of Eq. (6) is the propulsive wave force applied during contact, which is well approximated by the tangential component of the total reaction force.
The system of Eqs. (2)- (6) was solved numerically, with time step 0.05 ρr 3 0 /σ during contact, the duration of which was typically at least 4 ρr 3 0 /σ . We followed a procedure akin to that adopted to obtain the experimental data reported in Fig. 3 ; specifically, we scan a wide range of (0.2 ≤ ≤ 1.2), with increments of d = 0.005. For each value, we start at a value of close to the Faraday threshold, specifically = 0.99 F , then decrease in small increments until reaching some pre-defined lower limit. We shall refer to one such sweep of as a run. The bath is taken to be initially quiescent, h(x, 0) = 0. We performed several runs, starting each with different initial conditions on the drop position z(0) and speedż(0), so as to increase the likelihood of discovering all the possible bouncing modes in case of the coexistence of multiple modes. Usually, this meant setting z(0) = 0 and varyingż(0) between −0.3 and 0.3.
For relatively large drops close to the Faraday threshold, as in our experiments, both walking and bouncing states may arise at identical system parameters. To ensure resolution of the walking solution, the initial horizontal speed was set to a value higher than the equilibrium speed. Then, for each run, we slowly decreased in steps d = 0.001 F , at each step waiting for the walking speed to converge, specifically until the difference between the average walking speed at successive impacts drops below 0.1%:
wherev andv t are the average horizontal drop speed up to the time of the penultimate and last impacts, respectively. At each value, we recorded the period of vertical motion and number of contacts per period, which yielded the (m, n) mode number. We also recorded the average contact timeT C , the total contact time per period of vertical motion divided by the number of contacts n. This allowed us to differentiate between different energy levels, as the high energy modes hadT C < 5 ρr 0 /σ ). When the forcing is decreased below a critical value W , the walking speed drops to 0. The equations of motion can then be simplified considerably, as (6) is identically 0, and J 0 (k C (x − x n )) = 1 in (4). Assimilation of the data obtained by this procedure yielded our theoretical regime diagrams (Fig. 3) . Numerically computed vertical bouncing modes with corresponding surface displacements are provided in MB1 (Figures 16-18 ) and MB2 ( Figure 16 (Fig. 3(a) ) several modes are found to exist where predicted, including the observed (2, 1), (2, 2), (4, 4), (4, 2) , and chaotic modes. The experimental walking threshold for large and small vibration numbers ( < 0.7 and > 0.9) coincides with the theoretical predictions; however, for drops of intermediate size, the agreement is less convincing. The (4, 3) bouncing mode is experimentally observed for smaller drop sizes than predicted, and the experimental (2, 1) 1 bouncing region extends further into the theoretical (4, 3), (2, 1) 2 , and chaotic regions than predicted. The model does capture the observed (2, 1) 1 -branch cutting across several other regions near ≈ 3-4 and < 0.6. For the 50 cS-50 Hz combination (Fig. 3(b) ), the observed and predicted (2, 1) 1 and (2, 1) 2 modes coincide convincingly, and the theoretical and experimental walking thresholds also match. Furthermore, chaotic bouncers were observed inside the theoretically predicted chaotic region. The (4, 3) walking regime was not observed experimentally, but might have been had larger drops been examined. For the 20 cS-70 Hz regime diagram (Fig. 3(c) ), the observed chaotic region for large drops ( ≈ 1) coincides with that predicted. For smaller drops ( ≈ 0.4-0.6), the observed (4, 3) mode is offset relative to that predicted, as was the case in the experiments at 20 cS-80 Hz (Fig. 3(a) ). The (2, 2) bouncing mode is also observed at slightly lower vibration numbers than predicted. The observed high and low energy (2, 1) modes do not coincide precisely with the theory within the walking region, but the walking threshold is generally well-predicted. The mixed mode region found experimentally corresponds closely to the theoretically predicted region of coexistence of the (2, 1) 1 and (2, 1) 2 modes. We note that a true mixed mode, characterised by a stable periodic shift between the low and high energy (2, 1) modes, has not yet been observed theoretically.
Finally, we note that in our experiments the threshold between bouncing states generally depends on whether it was approached from above or below. Specifically, by increasing and decreasing across a regime boundary, the threshold between states has a characteristic uncertainty of ≈ 0.1. This hysteresis, which may reflect the existence of prolonged transient behaviour, provides some rationale for the relatively small discrepancy between theory and experiment. We note that significantly less hysteresis was apparent in the simulations, which could be simply extended beyond any transient behaviour.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have conducted a combined experimental and theoretical study of drops bouncing on a vibrating fluid bath, and focused on the parameter regime of interest to workers in hydrodynamic quantum analogs. By comparing our experimental results with the theory developed in MB1 and MB2, we have extended the current knowledge of the bouncing droplet system. We have enumerated the myriad styles in which drops can bounce and walk, and presented, in Fig. 3 , the most detailed experimental and theoretical regime diagrams to date. Particular attention has been given to elucidating the rich and varied dynamics within the walking regime, an understanding of which will assist in rationalising the quantum-like behaviour of walking drops. Finally, we have highlighted a mixed state, in which the walking drop shifts between two distinct modes, a state that may prove valuable in expanding the range of hydrodynamic quantum analog systems.
